Permission for photography

- The email attached below is directly from the photographer Nikita Shokov, who is responsible for taking a portion of the photographs within this document, giving permission for the use of these photographs within the document.

--- Forwarded message ---
From: Nikita Shokov <nikitashokhov@vt.edu>
Date: Mon, Aug 15, 2022 at 2:27 PM
Subject: Re: question about LACE photos
To: Samuel Blanchard <sam1@vt.edu>

Hi Sam and Elies,
We already corresponded with Elies on August 12.
Please use videos and photos we made as much as needed for your papers etc. in the future.
To credit, you could just use my name.

Btw, the updated video editing + music is coming today, and then Sam will provide me the exact text for the video.
Nikita

---